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5 December 2023 

Mr Steven Barry 
Planning Director  
Office of the Independent Planning Commission NSW  

 

Via email:  

 

Dear Mr Barry  

Bowmans Creek Wind Farm (SSD:10315) 

Response to Questions on Notice and Request for Information  

 

Question on notice 

Please see attached the report that was prepared for Paling Yards Wind Farm as part of their EIS and 
is available on the NSW Department of Planning website. This report was used to gain an 
understanding for decommissioning costs in the in Australian market. 

 

Request for Information  

1. Decommissioning and Rehabilitation  

Ark Energy has developed decommissioning arrangements with involved landowners which consist 
of obligations related to make good and decommissioning in lease agreements as well as a 
Decommissioning Security Deed (DSD).   

The DSD provides for a security amount to be built up over a number of years to be available to the 
landowners in the event the wind farm company does not meet all of its obligations under the make 
good and decommissioning provisions of the Lease. 

The Decommissioning Security Deed commences at the commencement of the Lease. A 
decommissioning security agent will be jointly appointed by both Lease Parties to perform the duties 
set out in the deed which include:  

• open a bank Account and deposit the Decommissioning Security Amount in it; 

• provide regular statements to the Lease Parties as to the balance of the Account; 

• advise the Lease Parties when funds have been paid to the Account by the Company; and 

• disburse and distribute the Decommissioning Security Amount, together with any interest 
accrued on such amount, in accordance with the Distribution Procedure. 
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 The involved Landowner lease documents require that on or before the date that is 10 years from the 
date of Project commencement the Decommissioning Security Amount held by the 
Decommissioning Security Agent must not be less than the estimated Decommissioning Cost for the 
project.  

 

2. Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

The estimated savings in  greenhouse gas emissions was made using data from the Clean Energy 
Regulator (CER, 2020a) and data from energy generation from Australian Wind Farms (Clean Energy 
Council, 2020) and the National Greenhouse Accounts Factors (DISER, 2020). The estimate was based 
on the following assumptions: 

• DISER (2020) prescribes an emissions factor of 790 kg CO2-e/MWh for electricity generated 
on the National Energy Market (NEM). Meaning, each MWh of renewable electricity 
generated by the project will displace 790 kg of carbon dioxide equivalent (coal-fired 
electricity).  

• To calculate the approximate annual energy (MWh) generated by the project the following 
formula was used.  

MWh = Number of WTGs x WTG Capacity x Estimated Capacity Factor x 8760 (hours per year) 

When the above formula is used the project will produce approximately 1,030 gigawatt hours 
(1,030,000 MWh) per year. When multiplied with the amount of carbon dioxide equivalent displaced 
by the project (790 kg) it equates to an estimate of 813,700 tonnes (813,700,000 kg) of greenhouse 
gas saving per annum.  

The estimate does not account for emissions produced during the manufacturing and construction. 
However, as stated in the EIS, the proposed wind turbine generators (WTGs) will offset their 
construction energy expenditure within one year of the project being operational, the wind turbines 
will generate zero emissions for their operational life and will displace energy from non-renewable 
sources.   

3. Hazards and Risk  

The Company (Bowmans Creek Wind Farm Pty Ltd) will hold an appropriate level of property, 
business interruption and legal liability insurance and in the event of a bushfire damage would be able 
to claim against that insurance policy for in relation to wind turbines and other infrastructure. 

 

Kind Regards,  

Rebecca Riggs 

Project Manager   
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 GENERAL PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
Global Power Generation Australia (GPGA) formerly known as Union Fenosa Wind Australia (the proponent) is seeking 

approval for the construction and operation of a wind energy facility known as the Paling Yards Wind Farm (the Project, 

PYWF). 

The proposed project is to be located on the landholdings known as ‘Mingary Park’, ‘Middle Station’ and ‘Paling Yards’ 

which comprise a total of approximately 3,900 hectares. The Project also contains a transmission line corridor 

(approximately 9km in length and 70m in width) located across nine parcels of land to the north-east of the site. The site 

is situated in the Central Tablelands of NSW, approximately 60km south of Oberon and 60km north of Goulburn. 

The proposed Paling Yards Wind Farm will likely comprise of: 

— Up to 47 wind turbines (WTGs). 

— An approximate maximum blade tip height of around 240m and maximum tower elevation of 150m. 

— Corresponding individual kiosks for the housing of transformers, switchgear and associated control system, to be 

within the vicinity of the WTGs (in some WTGs either at the tower base or nacelle) 

— Internal unsealed tracks for vehicle access to WTG and infrastructure. 

— Underground electrical and communication cable network linking WTGs to each other and the proposed onsite 

substation. 

— Wind farm and substation control room and facilities building. 

— An onsite electrical substation approximately 9km of overhead power (70m in width) of up to 500kV to connect to 

the Mt Piper to Bannaby 500kV transmission line (including control room and other associated grid connection 

facilities). 

1.2 BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
In 2010, the Client submitted a State Significant Development (SSD) application package for PYWF. It is understood 

that the Department of Planning, Infrastructure and Environment (DPIE) advised that owing to the amount of time that 

had passed since submission of original application, a new application should be made. Subsequently, the Development 

Approval was withdrawn. As part of the initial application package, a decommissioning and rehabilitation plan was 

prepared for the site by a third party consultant and provided to WSP.  WSP has updated the previous decommissioning 

and rehabilitation plan in light of the most current legislative requirements and relevant Industry guidelines, namely:  

— NSW Planning & Environment, Wind Energy Guideline for State Significant Wind Energy Development (December 

2016).  

— Standard Secretary Environmental Assessment Requirement (SEARs), December 2016. 

— Environment Protection and Heritage Council, National Wind Farm Development Guidelines (Draft, July 2010). 

— Updated WTG layout and dimensions. 

— Land lease agreements and clauses have stayed relatively the same as in previous DRP. A number of Deeds of 

Variation have been executed.  

— Best practice operating guidelines/recommendations.  
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— Latest advances in dismantling, transportation and recycling/recovery of WTG components.  

— Potential waste minimisations strategies. 

— “Maximising value” strategies. 

— Land rehabilitation processes. 

— Associated costs and timing. 

Thus, the purpose of this DRP is to identify the methodology that GPGA will use to mitigate potential impacts resulting 

from the cessation of operation of the facility at the end of the project’s useful economic life. This plan provides an 

outline of the stakeholder and landowner consultation, expected operational life, dismantling, land rehabilitation, funding 

arrangements, timeframe, responsibility and review of the plan associated with the decommissioning of the Paling Yards 

Wind Farm. 

1.3 SUPPLIED DOCUMENTATION AND DATA 
The documentation reviewed was provided by the Client or downloaded from the Client dataroom. Specific sections in 

the report reference the documents that have been reviewed for that subject matter; referenced documents can be found in 

section 10. 
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2 STAKEHOLDER AND LANDOWNER 

CONSULATION 

2.1 CONSULTATION WITH LANDOWNERS 
The site on which the project is to be located includes three land holdings. Given the project site’s location and 

surroundings (i.e. the site is almost entirely surrounded by vegetation), there is a significant buffer to neighbouring non-

participating landowners.  

Both landowners were initially contacted and consulted about the project and issues of decommissioning and 

rehabilitation discussed at the early stages of the project.  

A lease agreement was later presented to each landowner, which reflects that the decommissioning of the wind farm is 

the sole responsibility of GPGA. Provisions in the lease agreement relating to decommissioning and rehabilitation are 

summarised in Appendix A. The entered lease agreements provide GPGA with leases of the site for an initial term of 

30 years, and grants GPGA an opportunity to extend the lease for a further 30 years.  

In 2012, prior to each lease being executed with the landowners, the previous DRP was discussed and agreed with all 

landowners. Initial feedback from the landowners was generally positive with no objections to the project. A summary of 

the landowners’ responses was as follows:  

— One landowner was satisfied with the document and had no additional input; and  

— One landowner expressed concern about the land being returned to its ‘pre-project’ condition following the 

decommissioning of the project, and stressed that disturbed ground should be repatriated with pasture. This 

landowner had no objection to the underground facilities (i.e. cable network) to remain in situ provided that they are 

at least one metre below the surface, and to access tracks and buildings to remain on the site provided that further 

consultation is undertaken closer to the time of decommissioning. Finally, the landowner wanted to ensure this DRP 

addresses the issue of wind turbine decommissioning during the active operational phase of the project. 

In this updated DRP, the landowner responses have been considered and addressed as previously requested. GPGA has 

stated that they have undertaken further consultation in January 2021, with all registered landowners within a 5km radius 

of the site. The consultation included doorknocks and/or letters informing them of the proposed development and planned 

application [1]. 

As the decommissioning  process will occur many years after construction, it is likely that there will have been changes 

to the makeup of the local community and local area itself. As such, the guidelines [2] require new stakeholders to be 

identified and the rehabilitation requirements be cognisant of any changes which may have occurred in the area.  

Community involvement in assessing rehabilitation requirements will be crucial and the consultation approach to be done 

by GPGA is as discussed below.  

 

2.2 PUBLIC CONSULTATION PRIOR TO DECOMMISSIONING 
GPGA will be undertake further consultation with all stakeholders and community prior to and during  the 

decommissioning of the wind farm. Stakeholders to be consulted will include (but not necessarily limited to) the Oberon 

Council and landowners. Other relevant stakeholders will be identified and consulted as required, including regulatory 
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authorities, industry neighbours1, local community neighbours and community groups. The consultation process will be 

open and transparent, and its objectives will be to (as a minimum):  

— Provide the timing of the proposed decommissioning works;  

— Present the nature of the proposed decommissioning works, including the turbines dismantling procedure and the 

proposed land rehabilitation works and objectives;  

— Obtain stakeholders comments on the decommissioning works and address any concerns (including providing timely 

and responsive feedback and conflict resolution); and 

—  Seek ideas to maximise the net benefit to the community during the decommissioning process  

A complaints register will be maintained which will respond to complaints as required in the guidelines [3]. 

The consultation activities to be undertaken may include:  

— Meetings with the Oberon Council;  

— One-on-one consultation and discussion with individual landowners;  

— Information session or ‘Open House’ forum to introduce the decommissioning activities to the local community; and  

— A newsletter mail-out to all residents within 5km of the project site providing information on the decommissioning 

activities.   

 

 
1  Includes though not limited to contractors who may be engaged in the decommissioning process, other wind farm proponents 

operating in the Oberon Council area and energy and supply agencies.  
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3 OPERATIONAL LIFE 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
As noted above, the lease agreements held by GPGA are for a period of 30 years, with an option for an additional 

30 years. The operational life of the Palings Yards Wind Farm is therefore expected to be of at least 30 years. Megawatt-

scale wind turbine generators available on the market today have a design life expectancy of 20 to 30 years depending on 

site conditions. The tubular steel towers supporting the generators are of simple design and with basic routine 

maintenance could serve many years beyond the life expectancy of the generators.  

During the design life period or as the turbine generators approach the end of their expected life, the nacelle components 

and the blades of the turbines may be replaced or renewed, or the turbine may be repowered to utilise newer and more 

efficient technology available at that time. This will economically drive the replacement of the existing generators and 

thus prolong the economic life of the Project until at least the end of the lease agreement period.  

Any continuation of the Project may take the form of one of the following:  

— Extended operation of the original turbines;  

— Turbine replacement with the similar model that has newer and more efficient technology; or  

— Turbine replacement with a different model that would be subject to the requisite approvals being obtained at that 

time.  

During the operational life of the wind farm, GPGA will keep independently verified annual records of each wind turbine 

electricity generation production. These records will be made available to the DPIE on request.  

Once the wind farm reaches the end of its useful economic life, the Project would be decommissioned. 
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4 DECOMMISSIONING PROCESS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Unless the relevant electricity network operator or landowner requests that certain wind farm infrastructure be retained on 

land, it will be removed and the land restored to its previous condition or better. The following sections summarise how 

each component of the wind farm infrastructure will be dismantled and decommissioned.  

4.2 DISMANTLING 

4.2.1 WIND TURBINE GENERATORS 

Similar to the erection process of the wind turbines, the dismantling procedure will require a crane on site to remove each 

of the WTG components.  Each WTG will be de-energized from the MV reticulation system, following which the 

components will be drained of all liquids (oils, lubricants, coolants etc). The rotor will then be locked according to 

manufacturer’s decommissioning instruction. The WTG rotor, blades, nacelle and tower will then  be removed using a 

crane or any specialist heavy machinery as required by manufacturer’s decommissioning instructions.  

The dismantling process may take the two forms as described below: 

— Dismantling for re-use 

— Dismantling for recycling/disposal 

The work sequence for dismantling and decommissioning a particular tower site will most likely proceed as follow:  

— Assemble and stage crane on pad at turbine;  

— Install erosion and sediment controls as required;  

— Disconnect electrical connections;  

— Remove rotor and set on ground;  

— Remove nacelle and set on ground;  

— Remove turbine tower sections and stage on ground;  

— Haul off turbine components;  

— Remove concrete foundation (to 1m below ground surface);  

— Backfill foundation area;  

— Rehabilitate foundation area; and  

— Maintain the site in context of sediment control and weed management.  

The dismantling procedures discussed above will be revised to comply with current environmental and safety 

management practices in place at the time. 

After removal the wind turbines will be either scrapped or transported to another site for reuse. Any component that can 

neither be reused nor salvaged will be recycled or disposed of. If the turbines are resold for reuse, the rotor, nacelle and 

tower sections will be dismantled and transported from the site in a manner similar as was used to deliver the turbines to 

the site.  

If the turbines are not sold for reuse, they will be disassembled into smaller components and sold for scrap to a scrap 

metal recycling company. This procedure will take place either at a central laydown area or on the hardstands below the 
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turbine. Critical lift plans will be developed specifically for each major turbine component. The hub, blades and nacelle 

will be broken down and stripped of high value components. Cabling internal to the towers will be removed and scrapped 

to recover the high value copper conductor materials. Tower sections would be cut into transportable sections for delivery 

to the scrap metal recycling company.  

The concrete used for the turbines foundation pads will be sent to a concrete recycling facility. 

4.2.2 OTHER ANCILLIARY FACILITIES 

Unless agreed otherwise with the landowners during the consultation process, all ancillary facilities related to the wind 

farm and located on the landowners’ property would be removed. Sheds and any portable buildings will be transported 

off site for sale, recycling or disposal.  

A demolition contractor will remove decommissioning debris to a licensed disposal facility permitted to operate under 

the current and applicable regulations at the time decommissioning occur. 

4.2.3 ROADS AND ACCESS TRACKS 

Prior to start of decommissioning, consultation with landowners will begin on whether they would like to retain any 

access tracks, laydown areas or crane pads. Subject to agreements,  roads, access tracks and crane pads where not 

required for farming purposes or fire access, will be removed and the Project reinstated as close as practicable to original 

condition and use.  Access/control gates where not required for farming purposes will be removed. Land rehabilitation 

will be done and fill material and topsoil used to backfill any voids. Finally, the areas will be graded to match the 

surrounding landform before being reseeded or revegetated as appropriate.  

4.2.4 CRANE HARDSTANDS AND CONSTRUCTION LAYDOWN AREAS 

Crane hardstands and construction laydown areas would be decommissioned however maybe retained at the discretion of 

the host landowners. 

4.2.5 ELECTRICAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

Prior to any decommissioning, consultation will be required with the NSP, as the electrical infrastructure upstream the 

project substation typically has a longer design life than the wind farm.  It is likely that most of the electrical substation 

and transmission line infrastructure will be retained beyond the decommissioning phase of the wind farm. For the 

instance where the NSP do not wish to retain ownership then, the electrical on-site substation and all the overland power 

line poles and conductors connecting the wind farm to the national electricity grid will be removed. As far as possible, all 

materials and components (e.g. steel, conductors, switches, transformers, etc.) will then be reused, sold as scrap, recycled, 

or re-purposed to the maximum amount economically practicable. Any other components will be hauled to approved 

disposal facilities. Any ground disturbed as a result of these activities will be rehabilitated. 

It is anticipated that the removal of underground cables would not be cost-effective and would significantly disturb the 

landscape and the farming activities by creating large trenches. In order to minimise the environmental and agricultural 

impacts, the underground cable network would therefore not be removed as part of the project decommissioning. Rather, 

all cables will be terminated at the end of the runs (including watercourse crossing conduits), the ends will be capped 

with appropriate insulation and buried to a depth of approximately one metre below the ground surface, and left in place. 

No known hazards exist from the presence of capped unused/inert underground cables. Any land disturbed by these 

activities would be rehabilitated. 

 

4.3 TRANSPORTATION 
All the WTG will be dismantled on site and broken into components that allow for easier transportation depending on 

whether they will be resold/re-used or recycled. If the WTG components cannot be hauled offsite immediately, they will 
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be held on the WTG hardstands or stacked on a central laydown area until they can be removed. A central laydown area 

(of up to 2ha) may therefore be created, including topsoil removal, levelling and compacting. Any ground disturbed by 

the creation of the laydown area would later be rehabilitated 

For the  decommissioned WTGs that will be  recycled or sold for scrap material, there are several options to consider for 

scrap yard metal recycler/waste management solutions either to the north towards Bathurst or to the south towards 

Goulburn as provided in Figure 4.1. The remainder of components will be either reused at various sites or landfill 

material will be disposed of through consultation with local regional council. It is noted that final location of scrap metal 

merchants to be used including other recycling and disposal facilities will be determined closer to the time of 

decommissioning.  

 

 

Figure 4.1 Possible route to Waste management/scrap yard metal recyclers in Bathurst/Goulburn 

Transportation of components would be undertaken in accordance with a Traffic and Transport Management Plan. This 

may be the Traffic and Transport Management Plan used for construction which would be reviewed and updated to 

reflect the decommissioning traffic movements. 

4.4 WASTE MINIMISATION STRATEGY 
All  waste management will be undertaken in accordance with  the EPA NSW waste legislation such as Protection of the 

Environment Operations Act 1997, Protection of the Environment Operations Waste Regulation 2014, Waste Avoidance 

and Resource Recovery Act 2001, or the updated or relevant guidelines available at the time of decommissioning [4].  

As an overarching principle, the waste minimisation hierarchy of avoid/reduce/reuse/recycle/dispose will be applied 

wherever possible to all decommissioning wastes. Any waste that is unable to be reused, reprocessed or recycled will be 

disposed of at a facility approved to receive that type of waste. 
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5 LAND REHABILITATION 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The Wind Energy Guidelines state [3] proponents and host landowners should consider refurbishment, decommissioning 

and rehabilitation when negotiating landowner agreements. The agreements should provide for the implementation of a 

broader suite of measures, such as financial compensation, acoustic treatments to buildings, landscaping and screening, 

and arrangements for decommissioning and rehabilitation of the site. This section discusses the proposed rehabilitation 

plan for the Project post the decommissioning activities. 

5.2 AREAS TO BE REHABILIATED 
The primary objective of rehabilitation activities will be to return the site to pre-construction conditions by reintegrating 

the grass/foliage of any disturbed terrain with the surrounding area.  All land disturbed during the construction, operation 

and decommissioning will rehabilitated  except for areas to be retained “as is” where agreed with the landowners or 

TransGrid. It is expected that the following areas will be restored and rehabilitated: 

— The foundation area of each wind turbine (each pad is approx. 20m x 20m); 

— The on-site central laydown area (approx. 2ha). 

— The electrical substation area. 

— The holes left in the ground following the removal of overhead power-line poles 

— Wind farm control room facilities and facilities building areas where not required by the landowner; and 

— Access roads and access track, as agreed with landowners.  

 

5.3 SITE MONITORING AND REHABILITATION  
The initial efforts for rehabilitation of the site at completion of decommissioning activities will consist of  the following: 

— Re-seeding or re-grassing efforts: areas within the Project area are to be reseeded with a seed mix agreed with the 

landowners in order to maintain consistency with the surrounding agricultural uses and minimise the colonisation of 

by weeds. Typical species mix will promote species diversity and include legumes species. 

— Foliage planting and replanting of any dead trees: The vegetation to be re-established will be aligned to an endemic 

ecosystem or local plant communities. 

— Undertaking works to restore affected drainage areas where stormwater runoff is occurring causing erosion or areas 

where there is excessing pooling of water.  

— Spreading subgrade material, backfill or topsoil:  all  excavated areas will be filled with clean compatible sub-grade 

material and compacted to a density similar to the surrounding area. Topsoil will be replaced and compacted to 

match the density and consistency of the immediate surrounding area. Finally contouring will be done to match the 

surrounding landform. 

— Aeration or fertilisation of soil to promote growth: in order to promote plant establishment, all revegetation areas 

will be treated with fertiliser at the time of sowing.  
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— In all areas rehabilitation will include, as reasonably required, levelling, terracing, mulching and other necessary 

steps to prevent soil erosion, to ensure establishment of desirable vegetation, and to control weeds and vertebrate 

pests. 

It is possible that initial rehabilitation efforts discussed above will be ineffective with certain areas to experience erosion 

or other topographic impacts or the re-grassing and foliage planting failing to provide appropriate coverage. To ensure 

longevity of initial rehabilitation efforts, site monitoring activities will be required. It is anticipated that a suitably 

qualified environmental professional will be engaged post completion of decommissioning activities to oversee 

performance of the monitoring program and any additional rehabilitation works that may be required.  

At the completion of decommissioning, GPGA will provide a once off payment (amount to be determined) to the host 

landowner for coordination of the monitoring and any maintenance program required for the land.  This approach to 

monitoring allows for the project site to experience seasonal changes and for determining if additional restoration is 

required, including the management and control of weed species. 
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7 TIMEFRAMES  
 

GPGA commits to undertaking all decommissioning and rehabilitation works as outlined in this plan within a period of 

18 months after the end of operational phase of the Project.  

During the operational life of the project, it is possible that individual turbines will cease operating for extended periods 

of time if they are malfunctioning and need to be repaired. Dependent on market availability for such spare WTG parts 

which if not locally available would have to be sourced overseas, some WTGs may be inactive for periods longer than 

twelve month before they can be repaired. Any WTG that cannot be repaired and is deemed permanently unworkable 

(due to environmental, social, economic or other unforeseen issues) will be decommissioned and dismantled, and the site 

rehabilitated within 18 months. 
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8 RESPONSIBILITY 
GPGA (or any future owner) will be fully responsible for the decommissioning of the project. This is supported by the 

provisions in the lease agreements which will be executed between GPGA and the landowners prior to the construction 

commencement (refer to Appendix A). 
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9 REVIEW OF THIS PLAN 
This DRP will be reviewed, and revised as required, every 5 years following the practical operation date. This is to 

ensure that the DRP is representative of final as-built Project site which may be subject to modification (new WTG 

technology considered, revised access routes for  roads or network etc) or micrositting prior to start of construction. 

GPGA will ensure that during each review of the DRP, the effectiveness of the plan will be re-assessed against its 

objectives, and cost estimates and funding arrangements will also be independently reviewed.  

Examples of why the plan may need to be revised include:  

— A modification to the condition of the Approval;  

— Deficiencies being identified;  

— Changing environmental requirements;  

— Change in legislation; and  

— Improvements in knowledge or technology become available.  

Any major changes to this plan will be undertaken in consultation with the appropriate regulatory authorities and 

stakeholders. From year 15 onwards, detailed assessment of decommissioning costs will be done with a focus on 

decommissioning cost versus resale/scrap value to determine if there will be a deficit and whether a percentage of the 

revenue should be placed in a reserve account. 

This DRP, as well as all subsequent reviews, will be made public and placed on GPGA website. GPGA will also provide 

a copy of the revised DRPs to the relevant consent authority at the time. 
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The lease agreement recognises the responsibility of decommissioning will be of the proponent (GPGA is the “Lessee”) 

with the relevant clause from the land lease agreements as follows:  

 

Clause 5.3 Lessee must observe Law and Rules:  

The Lessee must comply with the law, any Authorisation and any notice from any authority that requires the Lessee to do or 

not do anything concerning the Premises, the Lessee’s use of the Premises, or this lease (for example, laws relating to 

occupational health and safety and environmental matters) 

Clause 10.4 Consequences of termination or expiry 

a. If the Lessees serve a notice of termination under clause 10.1(a) as a consequence of a default arising under clause 9.1(a) 

or 9.1(b), the Lessees may, at the same time, serve notice on the Lessor electing to remove all or part of the Improvements 

from the Premises provided that the Lessees must repair any damage caused by that removal.  

(b) If:  

(1) the Lessees serve a notice of termination under clause 10.2 or under clause 10.1(a) as a consequence of a default arising 

under clause 9.1(c);  

(2) the Lessor serves a termination notice under clause 10.1(a); or  

(3) this lease expires through the effluxion of time,  

then the Lessees must promptly remove all of the Improvements from the Premises and reinstate the Premises to the standard 

referred to in clause 10.5, and extinguish any easements on the Land.  

(c) Without prejudice to any obligations under clause 10.4(a) or 10.4(b), once this lease has been terminated the Lessees are 

absolutely discharged from their future obligations under this lease, provided that, if the Lessees have an obligation under 

clause 10.4(b) to remove all Improvements from the Land and repair any damage caused by that removal, or the Lessees 

elect to remove Improvements from the Land under clause 10.4(a), then the Lessees must continue to pay Rent until the 

relevant Improvements have been removed and the Land has been repaired. 

 

Clause 10.5 Handing back Premises:  

In addition to any obligations the Lessee may have under clause 10.4, within 6 months of the end of this lease, the Lessee 

must give back the Premises to the Lessor in a condition consistent with the Lessee’s obligations under this lease, to the 

reasonable satisfaction of the Lessor, except for fair wear and tear. 

 

Due to the large amount of infrastructure in one of the properties, the Lease Agreement of this landowner has the 

following additional clause: 

Clause 13.1 Decommissioning Security Establishment  

(a) A bank guarantee, bond, deposit or similar from an Australian trading bank or insurance company approved by the 

Lessor (which consent will not be unreasonably withheld) (Decommissioning Security) be established at:-  

(i) Five years prior to expiry of the initial 30 year Lease Term,  

(ii) Five years prior to expiry of subsequent Lease Terms following renewal of the Lease, or  

(iii) In the event where the Lessee are in default of it’s obligations pursuant to this Lease for non-payment of rent 

and the Lessors are entitled to terminate this Lease in accordance with clause 10 hereof.  

(b) The Lessors and Lessee may agree that the establishment of the Decommissioning Security is not required if all monies 

payable pursuant to this Lease have on termination been paid by the Lessee to the Lessors in full and the Lessee have 

observed all of their obligations on their part provided herein. 

 

 

 

 



  

 

Clause 13.2 Decommissioning Security removal  

(a) The Decommissioning Security shall be released when:  

(1) The Lessee renews the Lease for a further term accordance with clause 11, or  

(2) In the case of a default event, when the default is remedied and this Lease continues to operate, or  

(3) In the case of termination of expiry of this Lease, when the site is reinstated in accordance with clause 10.5 to 

the reasonable satisfaction of the Lessors.  

 

Clause 13.3 Value of Decommission Security  

The value of the Decommissioning Security shall be agreed between the Lessors and the Lessee at the time of its 

establishment and will take into account the cost of decommissioning less any returns from resale of equipment, components 

or scrap but if not agreed, will be $50,000 per turbine as increased by the increase of the Consumer Price Index (from the 

Commencing Date hereof to the date of delivery of the security by the Lessee) 

 

 

 










